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I. Introduction
We study the "Catalogue of Isolated Pairs of Galaxies in the Northern Hemisphere" (CPG

hereafter) by Karachentsev (1972), and a well matched comparison sample taken from the
"Catalog of Isolated Galaxies" (Karachentsera 1973, CIG hereafter), in order to quantify the
enhanced FIR emission properties of interacting galaxies (see Sulentic 1989 for details of the
sample*). The isolation criterion used in compiling the CPG and the CIG means that both
the pairs and single galaxies have been little influenced by their environment for a long time
(( I 10* yrs: Stocke et al 1978).

Some relevent issues addressed in the study are:

1. How populous are isolated pairs? What is the contribution of the paired galaxies to the
optical luminsity function of field galaxies?

2. What is the contribution of CPG pairs to the Far-Infrared (IRAS) luminosity function?
3. Does the FIR enhancement of a pair depend on (1) the existance of particular signs of

interaction (tails, bridges, etc.) or (2) the separation between the two components?

II. Optical luminosity function* (OLF's)
We use the classical estimator of the luminosity function (Felten 1976). The < V/Vm >

tests demonstrate that neither the pair sample nor the comparison sample is complete at any
magnitude level. However, the redshift distributions of the two samples are fairly homogeneous.
The incompleteness is corrected using the method suggested by Huchra and Sargent (1973). For
CPG samples the correction is about a factor 2. For the comparison sample, it is about a factor
of 5, which also take* into account the incompleteness of the redshift data.

Figure 1 plots the OLF's for individual galaxies in the CIG and in the CPG pairs. CPG
pairs are dominant by SS pairs in general. There is a deficiency of early type dwarf galaxies
(fainter than -18 magnitude) in EE pairs. The shape of OLF of galaxies in SE pairs it middle
way between the OLF's of galaxies in SS pair* and of galaxies in EE pairs. The parameters of the
beat fitting Schechter function for the OLF of CPG galaxies are a = -1.2 and M, = -20.0. For
CIG galaxies, a - -1.3 and M. = -19.4. Galaxies in pairs are about 0.6 magnitude brighter
than CIG galaxies. Comparing with the OLF of CFA field galaxies (Davis and Huchra 1982), we
find that paired galaxies represent about 10% of field galaxies over the entire luminosity range.

HI. FIR luminosity functions (FIRLF's)
The FIR data of both the CPG and the CIG is generally taken from the second version

of IRAS Point Source Catalog (PSC). The only exceptions are some galaxies larger than D = 5
arcmin, for which coadded data are taken from the literature.

Since most pairs in the CPG sample are unresolved by IRAS, we can not derive the
FIR luminosity functions for individual CPG galaxies. The FIRLF's for SS pairs and for SE
pairs are calculated separately. The FIR luminosity of SE pairs is attributed exclusively to the S
component (Paper I). We did not calculate the F1RLF for EE pair*, because the IRAS detection
rate is very low (<tl%). The FIRLF of S/Irr galaxies is derived for the comparison sample.
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Because both the pair tample and the comparison sample are optically (elected, the FIR

luminosity functiooi are derived from the corresponding optical lumjnouty function! and the

fractional bivariate function* between the FIR and optical luminotitiei. The correction for

incompleteneu of the sample* affects the FIR luminosity function through the optical luminosity

function. In order to take into account the information content of upper limits, the Kaplan-

Meier estimator (Schmitt 1985; Feigelson and Nelson 1985), h«u been used in computing the

bivariale functions and the associated errors.
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galuiei. The Kltd cum illutratn the OLF of CFA
field galaxies (Davia and Hathra 1»>2).

Flg.l The FIRLF'l of of SS pain (opea square*), of
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diamond*). The dotted carve represent! the FIRLF
of Ibe (]mthelk pairs. The •olid curre illuttratn ihe
FIRLF of blight IRAS galaiia (Soiier et nl 1987).

FIRLF1* are plotted in Fig,2. We divide them into two part* (i.e. above and below

1 0 ' * i o ) . In the faint part, the contribution from SS pairs to the IRAS luminosity function

is generally less than 10%. In the bright part, the contribution from SS pairs increases with

luminosity, becoming dominant beyond 2 x IOU L@. For isolated S/Irr galaxies the contribution

is about 20—30% in the faint part, and decreases rapidly in the bright part. SE pairs never

give a significant contribution to the IRAS luminosity function. The mean log (L / j r /L 0 ) of SS

pairs is 9.88 ± 0.05. For isolated S/Irr galaxies, it is 9.10 ± 0.05. Therefore, SS pairs are about

a factor of 6 brighter (~ 10tf level) in FIR than isolated S/Irr galaxies on average. The mean

log ( I / l r / £ , 0 ) of SE pain is 9.52 ± 0.09.

For comparison, we have also calculated the FIR luminosity function for a sample of
synthetic pairs, which are constructed from isolated S/Irr galaxies. We take into account the
fact that CPG pair* are biased to have member* of similar optical brightness. The result is
represented by the dotted curve. Comparing with it, we find that SS pairs are under-represented
in the faint part, and over-represented in the bright part.
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VI. The FIR to optical luminosity ratio and the FIR color

The FIR to optical luminosity ratio and the FIR color (the ratio between the fluxes at 60

microns and at 100 microns) are two important FIR emission indicators. In the folUowing we

will concentrate on the SS subsample of CPG and CIG S/Irr galaxies. The FIR properties of

SE pairs will be discussed in a separate paper (Sulentic, in preparation).

Upper/limits in FIR data are taken into account in the analyses of the FIR to optical

luminosity ratio, and the Kaplan-Meier estimator ii used. The cumulative R - l ogX/ i r / £ s

distributions of SS pairs and of CIG S/Irr galaxies are different at 10"' significance level. The

differential R distribution of SS pairs (Fig-3) tiltes reletive to that of isolated S/IR galaxies, in

the sense that SS pairs show high R more frequently, and low R less frequently. No evidence of

bimodalily in the distribution is found. The mean R of SS pair is —0.16 ± 0-03, more than 3<r

higher than that of isolated spirals, which is —0.30 ± 0.03. The indicated enhancement in the

FIR to optical luminoisty ratio is a factor of 1.4.
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Fig.l The differential dktribalioa of ft =
\ogL,.,/lB The thick fine u the dfctribntioa of
SS pain. The thin liae u the distribution of uolated
S/Irt galaxies.

UK Am Ms orr JUS ssp iso

Kj.4 The < R > m m interaction morphology ptot
( « the text for defioitio.,). * ^ J ^

Figure 4 plots the dependence of mean R on the interaction morphology. LIN represents

pairs with bridges and/or tails. ATM are pairs in a common luminous envelope. DIS are pairs

with one or both of the components showing signs of distortion. INT represents interacting pairs

on the whole, which is the summary of the above three subclasses. JUS represents pairs without

obvious signs of interaction. SSP is the entire sample of SS pair*, which is the combination of

INT pairs and JUS pairs. ISO stands for the isolated S/Irr galaxy sample. The < R > of INT

pairs is significantly higher than isolated S/Irr galaxies (at 4.2(7 level) and than JUS pairs (at

2.4<r level). There is a slight enhancement of < R > of JUS pairs comparing to isolated S/Irr

galaxies (at 1.5o- level). There is no significant difference in < R > among the three subclasses

of interacting pairs.

We define a redshift-independent separation parameter SEP as the ratio between the
separation of two components and the size of the primary:
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_ component separation (arcmin)
~ size of primary (artmin)

INT pairs with SEP < 1 demonstrate significantly higher < R > (at 3 2a level) than JUS pairs
with SEP < 1. On the other hand, no difference in < R > is found between INT and JUS pairs
of SET > 1. Moreover, < R > of INT pairs with SEP< 1 i« systematically larger than that of
INT pairs with SEP> 1 (at 2.3<r level).

Only detected FIR data are included in the analysit of the FIR color. The cumulative
C = log F,tJFiMp distributions or SS pain and of CIG S/Irr galaxies are different at < 10~}

significance level. The differentia] C distribution of SS pair* (Fig.5) shows a systimatiral shift
toward the bright end comparing to isolated S/1R galaxies. Again no evidence of bimodality in
the distribution is found. The mean C of SS pairs is -0.36 ± 0.01, more than 5rr higher than
that of isolated spirals, which is -0.42 ±0.01.

Tin dirTereatial dislritnlioa of C =
K c j . / ] , - Ta« thick l i l t is tt» diatcibatioa of

SS pun. The thin line a the distribitioa of isolated
S/Irr
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Fig.d The < C > rniui interaction morphology
plot.

Figure 6 plot* the dependence of mean C on the interaction morphology. We find no
significant difference between JUS pair* and isolated galaxies, nor among the three subclasses
of interacting pairs. The difference between INT pairs and JUS pairs is obvious (at 3.9<r level).

The dependence of < C > on SEP is essentially the same with that of < R >. INT pairs
with SEP < 1 show significantly higher < C > than JUS pairs (at 4.6<r level) and than INT
pairs with SEP> 1 {mi 2.6<r level).

In summary, it appears that the SS pairs which show sign* of interaction, and whose
component galaxies are close to each other (SEP < 1) demonstrate the most significant
enhacement in their mean R and mean C relative to isolated S/Irr galaxies, while other SS
pairs show only weak FIR enhancement. We will refer the former as do*e interacting pairs. In
the SS sample, 120 pairs belong to this class, representing 40% of all (299) SS pairs.

Our result* support a bitnodal star-formation scenario. The self propagating-regulating
mode controls the star-formation in isolated galaxies, while an interaction-stimulated mode
should be added to paired galaxies. The amplitude of the later depends on the strength of
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inleraction. For those pain other than close interacting ones, the effect of the interaction
induced star-formation is to weak that it is almost buried by the normal starformation. For
close interacting pairs in the SS pair sample, the interaction provides a significant but not
ultraluminoiiB effect.

Summary

(1) About 10% field galaxies are in isolated pairs.

(2) SS pair* dominate the bright end of the IRAS FIRLF {L/ir > 2 x 10" L© ), while their

contribution to the faint part of the IRAS luminosity function (£/i r < 10" LQ ) is low

(3) SS pairs on the whole show statistically significant enhancement* in their mean FIR to
optical luminosity ratio {— 3<r) and in their FIR color (~ 5o*), comparing to isolated S/lrr
galaxies.

(4) Detailed study shows that the amplitude of FIR enhancement depends on the intensity
of interaction. For the SS pairs which show signs of interaction (tails, bridges, common
envelops, distortions, etc.), and whose component galaxie* are close to each other (SEP <
1) the enhancement is significant. These "close interacting pairs" represent ~ 40% of all
SS pairs. For other SS pairs, the enhancement is weak.
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